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Abstract— Undesirable impairments such as attenuation 

and dispersion are introduced in optical fiber communication 

systems due high transmission rates. The proposed objective of 

this article is to analyse and produce a simulation model of an 

optical communication system using a powerful simulator 

called Optisystem V7.0 based on a combination of filtering 

scheme to compensate for those impairments through the 

variation of selected system parameters. Selected parameters 

include input power, fiber cable length and attenuation 

coefficient have been used to evaluate the performance through 

investigating various important measures such as Q-factor, 

BER, gain at the receiver, noise figure and output power. The 

undertaken simulation work and the simulation results are 

presented with a support of a practical data provided by local 

communication company. Using 10 Gbits/s non return to zero 

(NRZ) formatted input signal, the results show that the 

performance predicted compares favourably with results 

obtained from other similar investigation with a noticeable 

improvement.  

Keywords— dispersion, optical fiber, FBG filter, Gaussian 

filter. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The goal of a communication system is to transmit the 

maximum data and information over longer distances with 

fewest errors. In optical fiber communications specifically, 

as the transmission rate increases, the spectral characteristics 

of the signal become wider and undesirable impairments are 

introduced. The most important physical parameters that 

affect system performance and reduce its capability are fiber 

attenuation and dispersion. Attenuation limits the maximum 

distance. While dispersion of the optical pulse as it travels 

along the fiber limits the information capacity of the fiber. 

Evaluating the performance of optical fiber communication 

systems using only analytical techniques is very difficult. In 

this regard, it is important to using computer aided 

techniques, like simulation, to study the performance of 

these systems [1][2].  

The study to be reported in this work is to study, analyse 

and produce a simulation model of an optical 

communication system using a powerful software design 

called Optisystem v7.0 based on implementing a 

combination of filtering scheme. The aim practically is to 

investigate the system robustness against transmission 

impairments through the analysis of some of optical 

communication components. To achieve that, two major 

activities are described, the first being the system theoretical 

analysis and the second is the simulation investigation. The 

performance evaluation is done with respect to the variation 

of important system parameters such as input power, fiber 

cable length and attenuation coefficient.  

To design high speed system with an improved 

performance capability, it is essential to compensate for the 

induced impairments for error-free transmission, which can 

be done by various methods [3 -7]. 

Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) filter with the combination 

of a Gaussian filter are selected to be used for compensation 

in the current simulated model and to improve the overall 

system efficiency. Furthermore, the primary aim of any 

communication system is to receive data with minimum 

errors as errors degrade system performance. The quality of 

transmission is decided by the parameter signal to noise 

ratio (SNR) in analog and by the bit error rate (BER) in 

digital communications. Specifically, BER used to quantify 

the integrity of data transmitted through the communication 

system. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a better channel 

with better BER performance in order to produce less noise 

and high performance capability [8].  

Because, Q-factor (the rate of energy in a system) is 

generally combined with the BER measurement of system, 

the simulation results to be reported include the evaluation 

of a Q-factor and BER which are among the most important 

factors that limiting the transmission distance in optical 

communication systems. It was proven that, in order to 

efficiently transmit signals over long distances, it is 

necessary to have a low BER and high Q-factor within the 

fiber. Further results obtained are also regarding the gain at 

the receiver, noise figure and output power which will be 

illustrated in the following sections. 

II. OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION 

      Fiber optics is a medium for carrying information from 

one point to another in the form of light. Unlike the copper 

form of transmission, fiber optics is not electrical in nature. 

Fiber optics is a major building block in the 

telecommunication infrastructure. Their high bandwidth 

capabilities and low attenuation characteristics make them 

ideal for Gbits transmission and beyond. Since the invention 

in the early 1970s, the use of and demand for optical fiber 

have grown tremendously and their uses today are quite 
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numerous. Moreover, a basic fiber optic system consists of a 

transmitting device that converts an electrical signal into a 

light signal, an optical fiber cable that carries the light, and a 

receiver that accepts the light signal and converts it back 

into an electrical signal. The complexity of a fiber optic 

system can range from very simple (local area network) to 

extremely sophisticated and expensive (long distance 

telephone). Because twenty first century is the era of 

information technology, there is no doubt that information 

technology has had an exponential growth through the 

modern telecommunication systems. Particularly, optical 

fiber communication plays a vital role in the development of 

high quality and high-speed telecommunication systems. 

Today, optical fibers are not only used in 

telecommunication links but also used in the Internet and 

local area networks (LAN) to achieve high signaling rates 

[1]. With the discovery of optical fiber there was a 

widespread revolution in the field of communication. Fig. 2 

shows a simplified block diagram of fiber optic 

communication system [11]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1: Basic optical fiber communication system 

Referring to Fig.1, the signals transmission and reception 

through the optical fiber are summarized as follows: 

 

1)  Firstly, convert the information signal (voice, video 

or computer data) to be transmitted into a form compatible 

with the communications medium. In very long 

transmission systems, repeater units must be used along the 

way. 

2) This is usually done by converting continuous analog 

signals into a series of digital pulses. An analog–to–digital 

converter (ADC) is used for this purpose.  

3) The digital pulses are then used to flash a powerful 

light source off and on very rapidly. 

a) In a simple low cost system that transmits over short 

distances, the light source is usually a light emitting diode 

(LED). This is a semiconductor device that puts out a low 

intensity red light beam. Other colors are also used. 

b)  Infrared beams like those are used in TV remote 

controls are also used in transmission. 

c) Another commonly used light source is the solid 

state laser. This is also a semiconductor device that 

generates an extremely intense single frequency light beam. 

4) The light beam pulses are then fed into a fiber – optic 

cable where they are transmitted over desired distances. 

5) Since the light is greatly attenuated when it travels 

over long distances, at some point it may be too weak to be 

received reliably. To overcome this problem, special relay 

stations are used to pick up light beam, convert it back into 

electrical pulses that are amplified and then retransmit the 

pulses on another beam. 

6) At the receiving end, a light sensitive device known 

as a photocell or light detector is used to detect the light 

pulses and converts them into an electrical signals. 

7) The electrical signals after amplification are reshaped 

back into digital form and are fed to a decoder, such as a 

digital–to–analog converter (DAC), where the original voice 

or video is recovered. 

 

III. INTRODUCTION TO OPTISYSTEM V7.0 

Optisystem V7.0 is a comprehensive optical 

communication system design software package that enables 

users to plan, test and simulate optical links in the 

transmission layer of modern optical networks. It possesses 

a powerful simulation environment and a truly hierarchical 

definition of components and systems. Its capabilities can be 

easily expanded with the addition of user components and 

seamless interfaces to a range of widely used tools and 

software such as Matlab [9][10]. Fig.2 shows the 

Optisystem simulation setup window presently 

implemented. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: The designed model of the simulated system 

 

IV. LINK LOSSES 

The transmitted power experiences an amount of loss 

which results in attenuation and hence performance 

degradation. The losses are due to connectors and splicing 

along the fiber length. In addition, about 0.25dB loss per km 

(for single-mode fiber employed for long distance 

communication) and about 0.5dB loss per km (for multi-

mode fiber employed for short distance communication) are 

added. Therefore, losses compensation have to be 
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considered during the transmission process to guarantee 

sufficient power delivered at the receiving end. The induced 

losses are related in the current simulation work to the 

attenuation coefficient (α) and it is mathematically 

expressed as: 

 

 

 

(1) 
 

Where: Pin is input power, Pr is received power and L is 

fiber length. 

 

In addition to the above theoretical aspects and as a matter 

of fact, practically a device called optical time domain 

reflector (OTDR) is used to indicate any defects along the 

optical fiber, the resulted power loss and attenuation. In 

addition, an amplifier is very much required for every 

120km or less to ensure an overall relaible system 

transmission and reception. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS  

The undertaken simulation activity is done by 

OptiSystem v7.0 simulation software.  The obtained results 

include the investigation of output power, gain (dB) at 

receiver, noise figure, BER and Q-factor by using different 

values of input power (dBm), attenuation coefficient 

(dB/km) at cable section, and fiber cable length (km). The 

results are presented in terms of tables and eye diagrams 

starting from Table 1 until Table 4. The related graphs are 

also plotted as shown in Figures (3 to 10). 

 
 

 

Before using Filters 

 

After using FBG Filter 
After using the 

Proposed Filters 

   

(a) Distorted performance      (b) Acceptable performance    (c) Improved performance 

Fig 3: The differences of the eye diagrams for the various designs. 

 

The eye diagram as depicted in Fig.3 is an intuitive 

graphical representation of electrical and optical 

communication signals. The quality of these signals (the 

amount of inter-symbol interference and noise) can be 

judged from the appearance of the eye. The vertical eye 

closure is caused by ISI, and the horizontal eye closure is 

caused by other distortions. The eye diagram is generally 

constructed by superimposing the waveforms corresponding 

to all possible bit sequences. Eye diagrams are frequently 

used in the literature to document signals in optical receivers 

and transmitters [12]. 

 

Table 1: The output readings are measured by varying the fiber lengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Length 

(km) 

Gain 

(dB) 

Noise figure 

(dB) 

Output power 

(mw) 

 

Max Q-factor 

5 12.596396 6.22855 7.103 120.561 

10 12.530812 7.24637 6.936 80.594 

15 12.458169 7.73513 6.840 45.5505 

20 12.386143 8.27893 6.784 32.0251 

25 12.307447 8.89197 6.790 26.4971 

30 12.222701 9.56807 6.862 20.922 
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Fig 4: Eye diagrams are analyzed by using different of fiber length. 

 

 

Fig 5: Figure of gain/noise figure versus length. 
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Table 2: The output readings are tabulated by varying the input power. 
 

Max Q-factor 

 

Output power 

(mw) 

 

Noise figure 

(dB) 

 

Gain 

(dB) 

 

Input power 

(dBm) 

118.886 7.053 4.94757 16.581268 1 

120.561 7.103 6.82855 12.596396 5 

121.382 7.232 10.0679 7.6352738    10 

121.069 7.592 13.5322 2.7395567 15 

113.891 8.681 16.5132 -1.9819966 20 

 

 

5dB 

 

1dB 

 

15dB 

   

10dB 

 

20dB 

Fig 6: Eye diagrams are analysed by using different values of input power. 

 

 

Fig 7: Figure of gain/noise figure versus input power 
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Table 3: The output readings obtained by varying the attenuation coefficient. 

 

Max Q-factor 

 

Output power 

(mw) 

 

Noise figure 

(dB) 

 

Gain 

(dB) 

Attenuation 

coefficient 

(dB/km) 

120.561 7.103 6.82855 12.596396 0.2 

119.917 6.413 8.80708 12.373493 1 

103.891 4.937 16.9503 11.803641 3 

57.971 1.427 27.2307 9.1073762 5 

 

 

1 dB/km 

 

0.2dB/km 

 

5 dB/km 

 

3 dB/km 

Fig 8: Eye diagrams are analysed by using different values of attenuation coefficient at cable section. 

 

 

Fig 9: Figure of gain/noise figure versus attenuation coefficient. 
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Table 4: The Q-factor and BER verses the fiber length. 

With filters Without filters Parameters Length (km) 

185.249 32.7975 Q-factor 5 

0 236-2.39248x10 BER 

179.799 14.0859 Q-factor 10 

0 45-1.6368x10 BER 

81.348 10.8286 Q-factor 15 

0 28-9.68316x10 BER 

52.3805 7.59592 Q-factor 20 

0 14-1.0439x10 BER 

35.9902 7.33918 Q-factor 25 

0 14-9.2356x10 BER 

39.5428 5.8473 Q-factor 30 

0 9-1.73695x10 BER 

 

 

Fig 10: Figure of BER / Q-Factor versus Length. 

 

VI. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

1)  Firstly, figure 3 indicates that a better overall 

system performance is obtained using a combination of FBG 

and Gaussian filters. 

2) Secondly, other simulation findings are summarized 

in table 5. The tabulated results are obtained by increasing 

the input power, attenuation coefficient and fiber length. It 

is apparent that the variation of the fiber length and the 

attenuation coefficient have similar effects on the 

investigated parameters. 

3) At last, the results indicate that the higher the value 

of Q-factor the better the SNR and therefore the lower the 

BER and as a result the induced dispersion can be 

compensated using the proposed filtering scheme. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Summary outcomes of the simulation investigations. 

 

Incremented 

Parameters 

 

Investigated Parameters 
 

 

 

Gain 
Noise 

figure 

Output 

power 

Max Q-

factor 

 

BER 

 

Fiber length 
 

Decreases Increases Decreases Decreases Increases 

 
 

Input power 
 

Decreases Increases Increases Decreases Increases 

Attenuation 

coefficient 
Decreases Increases Decreases Decreases Increases 
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VII. CONCLUSION

   Optical fiber communication offers high data rate, 

security, flexibility, higher bandwidth etc. However factors 

such as dispersion, attenuation, scattering etc., are greatly 

hamper system’s performance. There are various methods 

especially for dispersion compensation. The undertaken 

work is done to emphasize the effect of dispersion and how 

to overcome it by using FBG and Gaussian filters. FBG 

specifically is one of the widely used technology to 

compensate for dispersion in optical fiber communication 

and an enhanced performance is achieved with Gaussian 

filter integration. Simulation results obtained are regarding 

the gain at the receiver, noise figure and output power 

evaluation. In addition, Q-factor and BER are determined 

and their values are compared. Regardless of the achieved 

results, the task of attaining system optimality and 

implementing a successful simulation tool, which will post 

the system reliability, remains a challenging research task. 
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